
Lakeland Stealth Turnout Pant

Stealth Turnout Pant
Enhance your firefighting gear with the Stealth Turnout Pants -
Lakeland's premier offering, featuring LazerMax Reflective Piping, a
beveled waist design, double-layer padded knees, and a host of
additional features.

Product Details:

Style Number: ST3320G

Top-Tier Safety and Comfort: These Turnout Pants are crafted
with an emphasis on safety and comfort for firefighters. The
beveled waist design ensures a snug fit with a low front and a
slight rise towards the rear.



Robust Construction: A 2" wide Black Kevlar® Belt with belt
loop/handle grips, snap, and Velcro® fly closure provide secure
fastening.

Reinforced Knees: Featuring double-padded Black Arashield®
knees with a side kick extension panel, these pants are built for
durability in high-stress areas.

Built to Last: The pants are further reinforced with Black
Arashield® Pant Cuff Reinforcements, ensuring longevity and
resistance to wear and tear.

High Visibility: Lime/Yellow Scotchlite® Triple Trim, double-
stitched for durability, enhances visibility and safety in low-light
conditions.

Advanced Design for Comfort: The pants feature a single lower
leg panel with a center rear seam, reducing abrasion, and a Reverse
Boot Cut for ease of use.

Suspenders: These pants come with Black-Ops™ Multi-Adjust
Suspenders that feature no metal suspender buttons for
convenience and safety.

Custom Fit: Each pair of pants is custom ordered, sized to
perfection for the wearer's comfort and functionality. Please review
our return policy for details.

Two-Tone Option: For added style and functionality, consider the
Two-Tone Stealth™ option, featuring a black bottom sleeve panel
and black lower leg panel, separated by LazerMax™ Trim.

Available Colors:



Stealth™ (as described)
Two-Tone Stealth™

Available Sizes: Custom ordered and sized for the wearer.

Elevate your firefighting gear with the Stealth Turnout Pants, the
epitome of safety, durability, and comfort. These pants are designed to
meet the demands of the most challenging firefighting situations,
ensuring you're prepared for any emergency.
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